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Abstract
Sensor networks are typically unattended because of their deployment in hazardous, hostile
or remote environments. This makes the problem of conserving energy at individual sensor
nodes challenging. S-MAC and PAMAS are two MAC protocols which periodically put nodes
(selected at random) to sleep in order to achieve energy savings. Unlike these protocols, we
propose an approach in which node duty cycles (i.e sleep and wake schedules) are based on
their criticality. A distributed algorithm is used to find sets of winners and losers, who are
then assigned appropriate slots in our TDMA based MAC protocol.
We introduce the concept of energy-criticality of a sensor node as a function of energies
and traffic rates. Our protocol makes more critical nodes sleep longer, thereby balancing the
energy consumption.
Security in sensor networks is more important than traditional networks as they are de-
ployed in hostile environments and are more prone to capture. Trusted third party authenti-
cation schemes, public-key systems are not suitable owing to their high resource requirements.
Key pre-distribution was introduced in to solve this problem. Our scheme achieves identical
connectivity compared to the random key pre distribution using a less number of preloaded
keys in each sensor node.
Our proposed key pre-distribution scheme is based on assigning keys to sensors by placing
them on a grid. This approach has been further modified to use multiple mappings of keys
to nodes. In each mapping every node gets distinct set of keys which it shares with different
nodes. The key assignment is done such that, there will be keys in common between nodes
in different sub-grids. After randomly being deployed, the nodes discover common keys,
authenticate and communicate securely. The analysis and simulation results show that this




Wireless sensor networks (WSN) have become increasingly popular due to their wide range of
applications in both military and civilian environments, ranging from battlefield surveillance
to natural habitat monitoring. A typical WSN consists of a large number of autonomous
sensor nodes that self-organize to form a multi-hop network [11]. Sensor nodes are battery
operated, equipped with integrated sensors, and have embedded processing and short-range
radio communication ability. Unlike standard wireless/ad-hoc networks, WSNs are severely
resource constrained and energy conservation/efficiency is of paramount importance. The
wireless radio-communication interface consumes a significant fraction of node energy. While
substantial research has been done on the design of low-power electronics to reduce energy
consumption at sensor nodes, due to fundamental hardware limitations further energy effi-
ciency can only be achieved through the design of energy-aware communication protocols.
In this work we focus on the design of energy-efficient link layer protocols for sensor
networks. Traditional MAC protocols focus on improving fairness, latency, bandwidth uti-
lization and throughput (which are secondary for WSNs) and lack energy conserving mech-
anisms. Studies reveal that energy wastage in existing MAC protocols occurs mainly from
collision, overhearing, control packet overhead and idle listening [14]. MAC protocols for
sensor networks should try to avoid the above energy wastage while allocating shared wire-
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less channels among sensor nodes as fairly as possible and prevent nodes from transmitting
at the same time.
We present a MAC protocol specifically designed for wireless sensor networks. Our
TDMA-based approach achieves significant energy savings by eliminating collisions, reducing
idle listening and control packet overhead. Our protocol uses the periodic listen and sleep
mechanism introduced in S-MAC [14]. Our work introduces a new notion: energy-criticality
of a node which is a measure of the lifetime of the node. In our approach the entire network
is divided into TDMA groups based on neighborhood information. We define the energy-
criticality (henceforth called criticality) of a node as a function of the residual energies and
traffic flow rates of its neighbors. We identify two parameters that define the criticality of a
sensor node.
• The residual energy level of the sensor node.
• The packet flow rate through the node.
At certain times, a node may be more actively transmitting packets than the rest of the nodes.
In such a case this node is assigned more number of slots to transmit its data packets. A
node with lower energy level is also critical. Even if this node is not active it is assigned
more transmission slots than its neighbors. During these slots, the node will be idle thereby
reducing its energy costs due to listening. In our algorithm a set of leaders are elected based
on their criticalities. Non-critical nodes are assigned fewer transmission slots. Since they are
listening more frequently, future traffic will be predominantly routed through them, thereby
balancing energy consumption across the link layer. Our adaptive slot assignment allows the
energy management strategy to vary as the traffic and residual energy levels change.
Previous research on sensor networks ([14], [13], [18], [17]) does not consider the fact that
critical nodes may deplete their energy faster then the remaining nodes. This may lead to
the formation of holes in the network or even disconnect it, thereby reducing network lifetime
substantially. Existing work, to the best of our knowledge, treats all nodes equally and tries
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to minimize energy consumption at a single given node which will not necessarily extend the
lifetime of the entire network. In the dynamic environment of wireless sensor networks, none
of the previous schemes are optimal in terms of energy efficiency all the time.
Balancing energy consumption among nodes is the key solution to extending network
lifetime. A centralized approach, though optimal will not be feasible in a distributed sensor
network. A distributed mechanism which uses partial local information to achieve global
benefit is the best approach to overall energy balancing. Under heavy and moderate traffic
load existing MAC protocols designed for wireless sensor networks have negative effect on
energy savings. This is due to the extra synchronization overhead and periodic exchange
of sleeping schedules. An algorithm which balances the energy consumption among all the




Current MAC design for wireless sensor networks can be broadly classified into two categories:
contention-based protocols and TDMA protocols. IEEE 802.11 [12], although widely used
because of its simplicity and robustness against the hidden terminal problem, is not an
energy-efficient protocol since it does not address the issue of avoiding overhearing and idle
listening. PAMAS [13] tries to avoid overhearing but does not avoid collisions, which is a
significant wastage of energy. Collisions can occur between probe messages or RTS/CTS
messages. S-MAC [14], an improvement over PAMAS, reduces further wastage from idle
listening by making idle nodes shut off their radios. It does not avoid collisions between two
RTS or CTS messages, which is a significant wastage of energy. Also, the duration of sleep
is the same for each node, which is unfair for the nodes with less energy. Making weaker
nodes sleep more can increase efficiency. S-MAC assigns sleep schedules without taking into
account the criticality of a node. This also has the same problem as PAMAS: two nodes
simultaneously sending RTS packets can cause collisions. Another protocol proposed by
Woo and Culler [16] uses an adaptive rate control mechanism based on carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA). This protocol tries to achieve a fair bandwidth allocation to all nodes rather
than saving energy at each node in a multi-hop network. Similar to S-MAC, Piconet [18]
is another protocol which puts nodes into periodic sleep mode for energy conservation. For
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synchronization, Piconet makes a node broadcast its address before it starts listening. The
drawback of this scheme is that if a node wants to talk to its neighbor it has to wait until it
gets the neighbor’s address.
TDMA protocols have the natural advantage of having no collision or control-packet
overhead from which the contention-based MAC protocols suffer. However, TDMA protocols
are not as scalable as contention-based protocols. An example of TDMA protocol in wireless
networks is the one proposed by Sohrabi and Pottie [15], where each node schedules different
time slots to communicate with its known neighbors. The protocol uses FDMA or CDMA to
avoid interference between adjacent links. The drawback of this protocol is low bandwidth
utilization since a node can talk to only one neighbor during a time slot and collisions can




Proposed MAC Protocol: Basic
Scheme
In this work, we propose a TDMA based energy-efficient MAC protocol with good perfor-
mance characteristics. Unlike several existing protocols, which treat all nodes equally with
respect to energy conservation, our protocol is based on the crucial observation that over a
period of time, there are several critical sensor nodes in the network, which must be treated
differently (preferentially, in most cases) with respect to energy consumption. The criticality
of a sensor node could be based purely on local state information, such as relative energy
levels and traffic flows within the neighborhood group of sensors. Alternately, criticality is
a function of a sensors location within dynamically changing query routing trees. The pro-
posed MAC layer protocol is an improvement over [17] which uses a TDMA protocol with
sensors sleeping when they have nothing to transmit. Our protocol initially assigns the same
number of transmission slots to each node in a TDMA frame.
3.1 Sensor Node Criticality
Certain nodes may have more active participation in the sensing events or may be part of
many routes in the event propagation trees. Hence, some nodes will deplete their energies
faster then other nodes. Let Ei be the residual energy level of a sensor node. We label the
flow rate of node as Fi which is obtained by counting the number of packets originating at
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the sensor node and routed through the node periodically. We define the criticality Ci of a
node to be
Ci = 1 −
Ei
max{Ej}
+ 1 − Fi
max{Fj}
(3.1)
for all sensor nodes j in the TDMA-group(s) containing i. We assume that sensor nodes in
a TDMA-group exchange their energy levels and flow rates periodically or whenever a new
leader election phase is triggered.
3.2 Leader Election
Sensor nodes conduct a local election based on the criticalities of neighboring nodes, which
are part of a TDMA group. The local election process is fully integrated with (i.e, part of)
the regular TDMA communication schedule. Thus there is no extra throughput loss due
to a separate local election phase. A sensor node i can independently decide to initiate an
election if its current energy level Ei falls below a threshold value tr Ew of the previous
winner’s then-energy level Ew. Once an election is initiated, each node transmits special
’energy-level’ messages, which are appended, to its regularly scheduled transmission packet
during its scheduled time slot. A property of our protocol is that all nodes listen to all
transmitted packets i.e., there are no sleeping nodes when other nodes are transmitting.
The motivation behind this constraint is to enable the integration of leader-election with
regular TDMA communication and thereby save bandwidth/overhead. Since we enforce
reception/listening by all nodes of all transmitted packets, there is no ambiguity about when
an election is initiated. This approach is different from several standard MAC algorithms
where a sensor nodes duty cycle consists of sleep and active periods and nodes can be sleeping
while other nodes are active. Finally, the node with least energy in the group declares itself
as the leader at the end of the election process. Also note that the entire election phase takes
one (asynchronous) TDMA frame starting from the slot when the election is initiated. Once
a leader is (or k-leaders are) elected at the end of this process, all the losers reduce their
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number of slots by a constant factor (we choose two as the constant in our simulations) and
the winners have slots twice that of the losers. The advantage behind this reallocation of slots
is to reduce the idle listening time of critical nodes (those with lower energy) nodes. Thus
nodes can power off/sleep when they they have nothing to transmit during their own slots.
Since leaders have more allocated slots, their energy loss due to idle listening is less. Finally,
note that the current leader also transmits its energy level once an election is initiated even
though it may be a sleeping slot. This is to avoid election of an incorrect leader, which will
lead to another unnecessary round of leader election.
3.3 ER-MAC Protocol
ER-MAC, the distributed energy aware MAC protocol is based on TDMA and hence pos-
sesses the natural ability of avoiding extra energy wastage. The main advantages of a TDMA-
protocol present in ER-MAC are the following.
• Packet loss due to collisions is absent because two nodes do not transmit in the same
slot. Although packet loss may occur due to other reasons like interference, loss of
signal strength etc.
• No contention mechanism is required for a node to start sensing its packets since the
slots are pre-assigned to each node. No extra control overhead packets for contention
are required.
ER-MAC uses the concept of periodic listen and sleep. A sensor node switches off its
radio and goes into a sleep mode only when it is in its own time slot and does not have
anything to transmit. It has to keep the radio awake in the slots assigned to its neighbors in
order to receive packets from them even if the node with current slot has nothing to transmit.
We describe the protocol in details in the next two subsections.
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3.3.1 Protocol Packets and Data Structures at Each Node
The protocol has two types of packets, data packets and control packets.
• Data packets: These are normal data packets received from higher layer protocols,
which are routed to the base station.
• Control packets: The normal packet contains two fields. The first field specifies the
type of the packet and the second field specifies the value attributed to the type of the
packet. There are two types of control packets.
a) Vote packet: This contains the decision of a node, which can be either positive vote
or a negative vote. This packet is sent to nodes, which sent their energy values to this
node.
b) Radio-power-mode packet: This packet contains the radio-power-mode of the sender,
to indicate whether the sender is using one slot or two slots for transmitting its data
packets.
Initially each sensor node is assigned two TDMA slots on which it can transmit packets. It
also has a receiver table, a two-tuple <source, slot>, which tells the sensor when to turn on
its receiver to listen for a packet coming from its neighbors. It also has extra state variable
Radio-power-mode, which tells the MAC to use two slots for transmission if it is set. It
also maintains a local state variable Radio-mode[i] for each of its neighbor indicating the
Radio-power-mode of the neighbor i. This information about the neighbor is used to set its
receiver to listen for packets from its neighbors.
3.3.2 Protocol Description
Initially each node is assigned two TDMA slots for transmission. The way these slots are
assigned is not in the scope of our work. Each node knows which slots its neighbors will
use to transmit packets. The main idea is to let the nodes exchange information about their
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energy levels. Based on that energy level information, each node decides to use one or two
of the slots for transmission. Initially the Radio-power-mode of all nodes is set to TRUE to
allow nodes to transmit in two slots. Each sensor node can be in any of the two phases.
• Normal operation phase: The nodes operate normally, routing data packets to the
base-station.
• Voting phase: Critical nodes enter the voting phase to do a local election to readjust
their slots.
A node in the voting phase is integrated with the normal TDMA phase. So, control packets
are sent along with normal data packets in the voting phase. The local voting phase is
triggered by criticality of a node. A node is said to be critical if it falls below the previous
election winner.s energy value. When a node enters this critical phase a local voting phase
is triggered. A node in the voting phase is a winner if all its neighboring nodes criticality
values are greater than its own criticality value. Otherwise it is declared as a loser.
The sequence of steps followed by the sensor node i which triggers he voting phase is the
following.
• The node i sends its current energy value to all of its neighbors and requests the
criticality value of its neighbors.
• Node i calculates its own criticality value based on neighboring nodes energy and traffic
information.
• If Ci > Cj for all j where j is set of neighbors of i Then it sets Radio-power-mode to
TRUE and becomes the winner. Otherwise it sets Radio-power-mode to FALSE and
declares itself a loser.
• At the end of the voting phase the node i sends its current value of Radio-Power-Mode
to all its neighbors.
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The sequence of steps followed by a receiver node j in the voting phase is the following.
• The receiver node j requests its neighbors energy levels and traffic rates and calculates
the criticality value Cj
• It then sends the criticality value Cj to i.
• If the Radio-power-mode value received from i is TRUE then it adjusts it TDMA frame
to accommodate to slots for i.
Multiple nodes can initiate the voting phase at the same time. If more than one neighbor-
ing nodes initiate the voting phase at the same time, then the node/nodes with the minimum
energy level becomes/become the winner. In normal operation mode, the activity of each
node in a time slot is the following:
• If it owns the current slot then it sends its data in that slot. If it has nothing to
transmit the radio is put to sleep.
• If it does not own the current slot, it checks by looking at its local state information
whether any of the neighbors is transmitting in the current slot.
• If the current slot is being used the radio is put to receive mode. If current slot is not
being used the radio is put to sleep.
A low energy node sleeps more than higher energy nodes, thus balancing the energy
among the nodes and thus increasing the energy savings and thereby increasing the lifetime
of the network. The performance of the TDMA protocol and the performance comparison
with and without the Radio-power-mode is presented in the next section.
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Figure 3.1: Difference in Average Energy of a Node Under ER-MAC versus Basic TDMA
Figure 3.2: Difference in Ranges of Energy of the Network Under ER-MAC versus Basic TDMA
12
Figure 3.3: Average Number of Slots a Node is Awake and is Asleep




ER-MAC was tested using the ns-2 simulator. In our experimental simulation we had 100
nodes distributed in a 1000X1000 meter area grid. We used the battery energy models for
CPU, radio and sensor agent from [17]. In our simulation we have target nodes moving in
the field, which transmit signals, and sensor nodes sense these signals. These signals are
sent to the sensor application which sends the packets to be routed the user node. We run
our simulation for a period of 1000 seconds. The targets move in the field between two
points at constant speed of 10m/s repeatedly. We test our protocol with varying number
targets moving across the grid. We change the packet traffic density by varying the number
of targets moving across the region, which trigger more number of sensors to participate
in the detection. We also, study the impact of increase in the radio range of networks to
the lifetime of the network. We test the above setup with two radio ranges for each of the
sensor node. Higher radio range will decrease the overall number of packet transmissions.
But the high power consumption for longer transmissions might in effect cause more energy
to be wasted. The purpose of our simulation is to test the energy savings at the nodes using
our protocol. We compare our protocol with the basic TDMA protocol in [17] which uses a
single slot for transmission for each of its node. We choose to use the following metrics for
our simulation.
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• Average energy remaining at the nodes with time.
• The minimum energy node in the network with time.
• Maximum gain in the energy at a node with time. The gain in the energy is difference
in the energy remaining at the nodes under the two schemes. i.e. with and without
energy balancing.
• The number of slots the radio is in sleep mode.
4.1 Effect of Traffic Density
We test our protocol under varying traffic densities. The number of targets moving in the
region is slowly increased so that more sensor nodes will participate in target detection. Each
of the targets starts at different points in the grid and move repeatedly across two points at
the speed of 10m/s. The performance of our protocol is tested using the metrics mentioned
above. We perform the test suite with single target, two targets and three targets moving in
the region. Our simulation tests the performance of our MAC protocol under various traffic
loads.
Figure 1 shows the performance of our protocol compared to the basic TDMA in [17].
We get a significant improvement in the energy savings, which is due to the balancing of the
nodes in the energy consumption. Our protocol gives a higher gain in energy with slightly
increasing the traffic load. In light traffic and lightly heavier traffic our protocol gives a
significant savings in the energy. As traffic load increases the some of the nodes get depleted
faster. Then our protocol saves energy at these nodes by reducing their idle listening time
to half. This is the reason why our protocol is more effective in higher traffic loads. Other
existing protocols, which do not balance the energy consumption among the sensor nodes,
have fewer saving in energy at higher traffic loads. Even in extremely heavy traffic our
protocol does some energy savings by dividing the energy load among all the possible nodes.
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Our leader election phase and the slot assignment is integrated with normal TDMA packet
transmission. Because of this integration our protocol does not require extra synchronization
and extra control packets. This makes the protocol more beneficial in higher traffic densities.
4.1.1 Energy Savings
Figure 2 shows the energy difference in the minimum energy nodes under the two methods
(with and without energy balancing). The difference between the minimum energy nodes is
always increasing. This shows that our approach maximizes the lifetime of the network by
both maximizing the lifetime of a single sensor node as well as the entire network. This is
due to the inherent energy balancing nature of the approach. Figure 3 shows the average
number of slots a senor node’s radio is in power and the number of slots it is switched off.
The TDMA frame has some unused slots in which neither any node nor any of its neighbors
is transmitting. In this idle slots the sensor node;s radio is also put to sleep. Figure 3 does
not include these idle slots in calculating the number of slots radio is put to sleep. Figure 3
shows that our protocol puts the nodes to sleep 25 percent of the time; this is without even
counting the idle slots. With the inclusion of idle slots the gain in energy is even higher,
which comes natural with TDMA protocols.
Figure 4 shows that our protocol has higher minimum energy node in the network than
the basic scheme without energy balancing.
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Chapter 5
Security in Sensor Networks
Distributed Wireless Sensor Networks (DSN) consists of numerous tiny sensors deployed at
high density in regions requiring surveillance and monitoring. These sensors are memory as
well as energy constrained. A typical sensor node consists of one or more sensing elements
(motion, temperature, pressure, etc.), battery, low power radio transmitter/receiver, micro-
processor and limited memory. An important aspect of such networks is that the nodes
are unattended , have un-replenishable energy and network topology is unknown. Sensor
networks deployed in a hostile environment are prone to different types of malicious attacks
like eavesdropping, masquerading, traffic-analysis, etc. To provide security communication
should be encrypted and authenticated. Traditional secure communication schemes [8] [9] are
not suited for sensor networks as they are more demanding in memory and computationally
intensive.
The fundamental constraints under which the sensor networks operate prohibit them from
using public key cryptosystems, third party authentication systems etc. These constraints
are.
• Resource Constraints: A typical tiny sensor node has about 20-30 joules of initial
energy. This imposes a strong restriction on the processing capabilities and available
memory in a sensor node. For example, a Berkeley mote has a 8-bit 4 MHZ processor
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which supports a minimal RISC-like instruction set without support for multiplication
and other complex operations. Perrig et al [4] showed that a simple RSA operation
takes the order of tens of seconds on this processor. Moreover it has less than 4KB of
memory after the node is loaded with the necessary operating system and applications.
Hence the number of keys and the algorithms that can be stored on a node is very less.
• Short Radio Range: Sensor nodes are equipped with low power radio transmitters
which have a very small transmission range of less than 20 meters. Thus a DSN uses
multi-hop routing for sensor node to base station communication. Henceforth a base
station cannot manage the key distribution for the nodes as it incurs high overhead.
• Hostile Environments: DSN’s are deployed in hostile environments which make the
nodes prone to capture. Using key distribution servers to establish shared keys is not
feasible because a key distribution server if captured can disclose a large number of
keys and thus is a single point of failure.
Identifying these limitations our work extends the seminal work done in this area by
Eschenauer et al [3]. They introduced a random key pre distribution scheme in which each
node is loaded with a set of keys randomly selected from a key pool. After the deployment
phase neighboring nodes exchange information to establish common shared keys which are
later used for secure communication. The basic idea behind this scheme is to have a large pool
of keys, from which a set of keys is randomly chosen and stored in each of the sensor nodes.
Any two nodes which are able to find common keys within their key subsets can use those
shared keys for secure communication and authentication. The key idea of this method is
relegate the key establishment process from a key distribution server to the individual nodes
thereby making it viable in hostile environments.
Key pre-distribution schemes [3] [5] [4] where key information is distributed to all sensor
nodes prior to deployment is the most feasible method for secure communication between
resource-constrained devices. A naive way of achieving complete connectivity for a network
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of N nodes is to have N-1 keys stored in each sensor node. But this method is infeasible
due to memory constraints on sensor nodes. To tackle the memory constraints problem a
single key can be used network-wide for encrypting data. Although this approach has the
least storage cost it is most vulnerable to attack as compromising a single node will cause
the entire network’s security to be breached.
Chan et. al. [4] have extended the basic random scheme to enhance the security and
resilience of the network using q-compositeness and multi-path key reinforcement. In the
q-composite scheme instead of nodes sharing single key they are required to share at least q
keys to establish communication. This method claims to achieve higher security under the
assumption that network is more prone to small scale attacks and is unlikely to be subject
to a large-scale attack. However a higher value of q makes the network less scalable and
connectivity is reduced. In the multi-path key reinforcement scheme security is strengthened
between any two nodes by exchanging information between the two nodes using multiple
paths. In this method although an increase in the number of disjoint paths increases the
security, communication overhead increases substantially.
The drawback of the above proposed schemes is that they are not suitable for large scale
sensor networks as they require each node to be loaded with a large number of keys. Perrig,
in his work in 2001 [5], showed that it is not feasible to implement public key cryptographic
protocols in sensor nodes. These sensor nodes have less than 4KB of free memory after
loading the necessary Operating System and other necessary applications. Implementation
of key distribution schemes presented in [3] results in a requirement of memory for around 200
keys, thus occupying more than half the available memory. This aspect makes the previous
proposed schemes impractical for large networks.
The motivation for our scheme is to reduce the number of keys to be loaded in each
node. We propose a novel scheme, in which keys are assigned in a deterministic fashion so
that any random deployment yields very high connectivity as well as high security among
sensor nodes. The scheme is so modeled so as to maximize the connectivity with a small
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Figure 5.1: Simple Grid Scheme key vector assignment
number of keys loaded in each of the sensor nodes. Our scheme requires as few as 25 keys to
be stored by each node thus minimizing required memory space in sensors and this enables
implementation of our scheme more practical in these sensor nodes.
Any two nodes that share keys have atleast two keys in common. Thus our method is
inherently 2-composite. For any two nodes to securely establish a common shared key they
need to have exactly two common keys. This restriction makes the scheme more secure
against node captures as described in the key discovery phase.
Our Contributions are summarized as below
• First we propose a deterministic key pre-distribution scheme in which every node shares
at least two keys with every other node. Each node has 2 ×
√
N − 1 keys, where N
is the number of nodes in the network. This scheme although guarantees complete
connectivity is infeasible owing to its large number of keys. Then we extend this
simple scheme to our novel sub-key vector assignment scheme. This scheme trades off
connectivity for key space thereby making the network more scalable.
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Figure 5.2: sub grid scheme key vector assignment
• Then we extend this simple scheme such that each node get a set of different keys from
M mappings. In each mapping every node gets distinct set of keys. The final key set
of the node is the combined set of keys from all the mappings.
• We use various metrics to show the tradeoffs in connectivity and memory and compare
our proposed protocol with the random key pre-distribution scheme.
• We present analytical and simulation results to study the performance of our scheme
in terms of security and connectivity.
Most of the previously proposed schemes tackle the issue of connectivity alone while
assigning keys. In our proposed schemes we evaluate both connectivity and security. To
analyze the performance of our schemes we use three metrics.
• Probability P that two nodes share a common key is a good indicator of the connec-
tivity of the network. We use this metric to show the effectiveness of the proposed
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protocols.
• The variance V in the number of keys revealed per node, when x nodes are captured,
which indicates the security performance of the scheme.
• P
V
is the new metric proposed by us which combines the connectivity and security





This section describes the steps required to establish pair-wise secret keys among sensor
nodes. The following three steps are essential in a key pre-distribution scheme.
• Key pre-distribution phase in which every node is loaded with a set of keys Vi(key
vector), which are generated by the key server.
• Key discovery phase where every pair of neighboring nodes Ni, Nj finds a key path. The
key path is a direct link if |Vi
⋂
Vj| = 2 (Ni, Nj share exactly two keys ). If neighboring
nodes do not share exactly two keys they find a logical path Pij through a set of
intermediate nodes N1, N2.... Nl such that a subsequence of Pij (Ni,Nm1,Nm2,....,Nj)
exists where consecutive nodes in the subsequence share exactly two keys. This ensures
that two neighboring nodes i and j can securely use this path to establish a shared key.
Our scheme requires nodes to have two keys in common to ensure better security and
making it more resilient to node capture.
• Key establishment phase in which neighboring nodes use the paths computed in the
key discovery phase to establish new pair-wise shared keys which are used for secure
communication.
We introduce a novel key pre-distribution method in which each sensor node is loaded with
a set of keys chosen using our proposed sub-grid scheme, which is an extension of the simple
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scheme described below.
6.1 Grid Key Vector Assignment
Figure 5 illustrates our simple pre-distribution scheme. First we construct a
√
n ×√n grid
G with n keys such that exactly one key Kij is at each position of the grid. A node Nij
gets the keys in row i and column j. Hence each node in this scheme gets a key vector
of size 2 × √n − 1. Note that in this arrangement every pair of nodes share atleast two
keys in common. This ensures that every neighboring node can establish a common shared
pair-wise key after the nodes are deployed. Figure 1a shows that sensor node A shares two
keys with node B. Although the basic scheme guarantees connectivity, it is not suitable for
sensor networks because it requires a significant number of keys to be allocated to each node.
The proposed sub-grid based scheme trades off direct connectivity for key space in the nodes
by reducing the key vector size in each node.
6.1.1 Sub-Grid Key Vector Assignment
This scheme is an extension of the simple key vector assignment explained above. In this
scheme the keys are placed in a grid G of size
√
n×√n which is divided into k×k cells each
consisting of m × m(m = √n/k) keys as shown in the figure 6. A node in a particular cell






























































Kij A unique key placed at position (ij)
on the grid
Nij Node at position (ij) on the grid
Cxy Represents a cell in the
grid G
SGxy The grid formed by the cell
Cxy and its 8 adjacent cells
Vij The key vector for a node Nij
in SGxy
We define a sub-grid SGxy for a cell Cxy, which includes the cell itself and all its adjacent
cells. For cells at the boundaries, adjacent cells also include cells at the respective opposite
boundaries (wraparound). A node Nij in cell Cxy is assigned keys from SGxy. The key vector







(y − 1) mod k × m < c < (y + 1) mod k × m and
(x − 1) mod k × m < r < (x + 1) mod k × m.
The size of the key vector Vij is 6 ×
√
n/k − 1. This is considerably smaller than the



















































Ni1j1, Ni2j2 are in the same cell





Ni1j1, Ni2j2 are in cells which have
common sides and i1 = i2 or j1 = j2
2 if i1 6= i2 and j1 6= j2 and Ni1j1 and
Ni2j2 are adjacent
0 Otherwise
The key vector size depends on the parameter k which determines the number of keys
shared between nodes. A higher value of k reduces the key vector size at a node thereby
decreasing the memory requirements for the keys. Also, a lower value of k decreases the
security of the scheme as capture of a single node discloses a large number of keys. However,
a very large value of k will produce lesser sharing of keys among nodes thereby decreasing the
connectivity of the network. A suitable value of k should be chosen to maximize connectivity
while satisfying stringent memory constraints of a sensor node.
Our scheme can be extended to use polynomials instead of keys as shown in our earlier
work[10]. The extended polynomial scheme uses just one polynomial for each row and column
in the grid. Each polynomial is divide into
√
n shares and placed at the
√
n positions in the
column or row. In each mapping the node gets all the polynomial shares in the column and
row of the subgrid. Using the polynomial shares the physically adjacent nodes can construct
common shared keys.
6.1.2 Key Discovery Phase
Nodes loaded with their key vectors are randomly deployed in the area of interest. After the
node deployment phase neighboring nodes exchange their node-id’s to determine the number
of keys they share. This can be done as the node-id can be used to determine the cell of the
node that identifies the key vector of the node. Only neighboring nodes that share exactly
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two keys are allowed to securely communicate with each other by establishing a common
shared key to form a direct link. Nodes belonging to the same cell and in the same row or
column share more number of keys. However these two nodes are not allowed to use the
common keys because capturing of a single node in that row or column reveals those keys.
6.1.3 Path-Key Establishment Phase
On completion of the key discovery phase all the neighboring nodes may not have established
common shared keys. In order that a node establishes keys with non-key-neighbors, it must
go through the path-key establishment phase. In this phase, a node searches among its
key-neighbors recursively to find a key-path to the non-key-neighbor. For example in figure
6 node A and node C are non-key-neighbors. In order for node A to communicate with node
C it must find a intermediate node such that it shares keys with nodes A and C.
6.2 Security Analysis
Nodes deployed in hostile environments are prone to capture. Capture of a single node
discloses all the information about the keys contained in them. An adversary can capture
multiple nodes and use these keys to eavesdrop upon links. Hence the security of these keys
is very essential for the overall security of the protocol.
We make the following assumptions about the adversary
• We assume that an adversary can capture only a fixed number of nodes in the network.
• Once a node is captured all the information is known to the adversary.




We define link capture as the ability of the adversary to eavesdrop on the links between any
two nodes. The adversary can decrypt the messages on a particular link, if the captured
nodes disclose the keys shared between the nodes forming the link. This is a reasonable
assumption because for x keys discovered it has to only check for x × (x − 1) combinations.
We use the following metrics to analyze our protocol
a) Nc: Number of nodes to be captured to compromise a single link across two specified
nodes.
b) P (x) probability of link compromise for x captured nodes
c) N(x) Number of links compromised for x captured nodes
a) Nc
We calculate the expected number of nodes to be compromised for capturing a particular
link. First we calculate the probability that x nodes are captured for single link compromise.
Then we find the expectation over all values of x.
Let Ncapt(x) be the number of ways of capturing x nodes such that the two keys are
known.








M(x) = None of the two keys captured + Only one key is captured
=
(



















,where 2 ≤ x ≤ n
b) P (x)





(x) is probability of link not compromised for x captured nodes.
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Let Y be random variable which represents the number of compromised links, when x nodes
are captured.
By using binomial distribution for probabilities we get





P (x)r(1 − P (x))n−r
The expected value of the number of captured links,
N(x) = E(Y ) =
∑
r.P rob(Y = r)
Theorem: The expected value of the number of links captured for x compromised nodes
E(Y ) is LP (x), where L is the number of links between the deployed nodes.
Proof: Let Q(x)=1-P(x)
We prove the theorem by using the binomial expansion.
























(a) Connectivity versus Key Vector Size ver-
sus Node Density
(b) Percentage of Nodes Within sp+2 versus
Key Vector Size versus Node Density
Figure 6.1: Impact of Key Vector Size and Node Density On Connectivity and Path Length
Multiplying both sides by P (x)Q(x) the expression is simplified to.
0 = Q(x)E(Y ) + P (x)E(Y ) − LP (x)
Hence, E(Y ) = LP (x)
A smaller value of k here increases the connectivity of the network. However the security
of the scheme is compromised by making the value of k too small. The value of k can be
tuned to provide the desired balance between security and connectivity. Typically, higher
connectivity of a network trades off different security issues. In the proposed sub grid key
vector key pre-distribution scheme the tradeoff depends on the parameter k. The higher the
value of k the smaller is the size of each cell. Consequently, the connectivity is reduced and




The effectiveness of the sub-grid key vector key pre-distribution scheme is tested through
simulation. In the reminder of the section we show the impact of the value of k on connec-
tivity under our subgrid scheme. Next we show the memory savings in our scheme compared
to the random key pre-distribution scheme. Connectivity and average path length metrics
were calculated for varying values of density, key vector size and network size.
7.1 Experimental Setup
The simulation assumes that nodes are deployed randomly in the target region. The de-
ployment is done with varying densities d. We assumed a two hop neighborhood for our
simulations. For our simulations a density d is equivalent to 4πd nodes in a cluster. The
simulations are done for different values of the sub-grid parameter k and density d. d deter-
mines the average number of nodes that lie in the neighborhood of a node. Each simulation
was run 100 times with different seeds for the random number generator for deployment of
nodes and the results presented are the average of 100 runs.
The different phases of the key pre-distribution scheme have been simulated. The logical
key space is first defined in the form of a grid and the nodes are distributed keys depending
on their position in the grid that determines their identity based on the sub-grid key vector
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(a) Average Path Length versus Key Vector
Size
(b) Network Connectivity versus Key Vector
Size
Figure 7.1: Performance Comparison between Random Scheme and Our Proposed Sub-Grid
Scheme
scheme described above. The nodes are then deployed at random. In the next phase a
node finds out the nodes within its neighborhood it shares keys with. The cell to which a
node belongs can be determined based on the identity of the node. The nodes share keys
as specified by the key pre-distribution scheme earlier. Next we determine the connectivity
of the network. With respect to a particular node, we determine if a path can be estab-
lished between that node and every other node in the neighborhood, thus determining the
connectivity of the network.
7.1.1 Impact of Key Vector Size on Connectivity and Path lengths
Figure 7a illustrates the relationship between key vector size, density and connectivity for a
2500 node network. The graph gives a clear picture of the key vector size that needs to be
selected to achieve the desired connectivity for a given density of node distribution. We can
observe that the key vector of 42 keys gives more than 98% connectivity for a very sparse
neighborhood consisting of 37 nodes. The optimal key vector size and density for more than
98% connectivity is along the edge of the cliff in the 3D-graph (fig 7a). Note that as density
increases the number of keys required to achieve desired 98% connectivity decreases.Figure
7b shows percentage of nodes within sp+2( shortest path distance + 2 according to the
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actual deployment) in relation to key vector size and density. Larger key vector and higher
densities increase percentage of nodes within sp+2 increases.
7.1.2 Comparison to the Random Scheme
The performance of our protocol is compared with the random key pre-distribution scheme.[3].
The number of nodes n that are used in the predeployment was fixed as 1000 under both
the protocols. However we consider a cluster of 60 nodes for our simulation of post deploy-
ment performance. We test our protocol with varying values of k. The key pool size for
the random scheme is of size 10000 as in [3]. The key vector size under each protocol is
same. Figure 8a shows a comparison of the average path length(for establishing shared keys
between neighbors) under the two protocols using different key vector sizes. Figure 8b shows
the relationship between connectivity and key vector size under the two protocols. Our
protocol has better average path length than random scheme as key vector size increases.
Although the random scheme is initially better it can be used because at such low key vector
sizes its connectivity is very low as shown in figure 3b. Our protocol achieves the desired
connectivity as low as 40% lesser memory compared to the random scheme.
In the next section we propose two deployment strategies in where each node gets its
keys from multiple mappings of nodes to keys.
7.2 Multiple Layer Pre-Deployment Strategies
Consider M one-to-one mappings of N sensor nodes to random positions in the grid G. Our
preliminary results indicate that a choice of a small constant for M yields good security-
performance tradeoffs. In the given mapping i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , each node is assigned a set of
sub-row and sub-column keys from its subgrid and adjacent grids as shown in figure 2. For
a given network deployment ,two physically adjacent sensors can encrypt messages using
shared keys under one or more of these mappings.
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• Strategy 1 : First keys are placed at each position in the grid. Then for a mapping
the nodes are placed at each position on the grid randomly. The keys are assigned to
nodes as in the sub-grid scheme. We impose a restriction on the placement of nodes in
each mapping. The mappings are such that a node does not get duplicate keys from
different mappings. So, every node gets a unique set of keys in each mapping.
• Strategy 2 : Unlike the previous strategy initially each grid position is occupied by
a node. Subsequently in each mapping keys are placed randomly at grid positions.
Similar to strategy 1, each node gets unique set of keys in each mapping
7.2.1 Key-Node Mapping Algorithm
Now we present the algorithm to assign the keys to nodes in each mapping i,1 ≤ i ≤ M . Let
pos[j] be the array of sets representing the available positions for nodes/keys at the beginning
of each mapping. Initially pos[j] contains all the points in the grid every node/key. The
following steps are done for each mapping i.
• Each node/key j,1 ≤ j ≤ n, is mapped to a position in the grid such that it can be
placed in grid positions available to j from pos[j].
• For each node/key j pos[j] is updated to the new set of available positions. This new
set is obtained by removing the newly assigned keys/nodes to node/key j from the set
pos[j].
Note that the above approach is used for both the strategies presented above. Nodes
and keys can be interchanged in the above algorithm to obtain mappings for the above two




After the nodes deployed randomly in the area of deployment nodes within communication
range try to establish pair-wise keys if they have common shared keys. Hence the proba-
bility that a given pair of nodes share at least one key, is a good metric for evaluating the
connectivity.
a) Probability of sharing a key p1 under strategy 1 :
The placement of the nodes in each mapping is not completely independent of previous
mapping. The following equation gives the probability p that two nodes a share a key.
p1 = Probability that two nodes share a key
p1 = 1 - Probability that two nodes do not share a key in any of the mappings












b) Probability of sharing a key p2 under strategy 2 :
Under this strategy two nodes share keys in every mapping if they are in adjacent cells.
Otherwise they share a key if the same key is assigned to the nodes in different mappings.
p2 = Probability that two nodes share a key
p2 = Probability that two nodes share a key in every mapping +













Figures 9 and 10 show the analytical and experimental connectivity results for the above
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Figure 7.2: Probability That two Nodes Share a Key with increasing value of (k,M) where k=M
Figure 7.3: Fraction of Total Nodes that are Connected with increasing value of(k,M) where k=M
two proposed schemes. 10000 nodes were considered for this example. The values for k ans M





2 are calculated for different values of k and M . Also the overall connectivity
of the network is obtained through simulations. This is the percent of the nodes that are
connected after the completion of the key discovery and key path establishment phase.
The values pexp1 and p
exp
2 are values obtained through simulations. The table shows the
closeness of the actual values to the analytical values obtained. Although direct connectivity
comes down with increase in value of M and k overall total connectivity comes down at a
much slower rate.
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Figure 7.4: variance in number of keys disclosed per node.
Figure 7.5: Probability of Connectivity / Variance of keys disclosed
7.4 Security Analysis
Nodes are grouped together under strategy2 and then keys are assigned to nodes. However
in strategy1 keys are grouped together and then nodes are assigned keys. Therefore under
strategy2 the capture of a single node discloses a number of keys which are shared by many
nodes. But the capture of nodes under strategy1 does not disclose a significant portion of
the keys of all the nodes. The captured keys are distributed evenly among the whole nodes
in the network. However under strategy2 a large number of keys for some of the node’s are
disclosed. So, the whole set of disclosed keys have to be revoked and the number of available
keys in some of the nodes is reduced significantly. But while using strategy1 individual nodes
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still have a large number of available keys. Although strategy1 gives lower connectivity it is
better suited owing to its better security performance.
Figures 11 and 12 show the security performance of the protocol. Obviously strategy1 has
the lowest variance in the number of keys revealed per node. Under strategy2 and sub-grid
schemes the position of the nodes is fixed the keys are placed on them. Hence capture a of
a single node reveals keys of all its neighbors. Similarly, the connectivity security shows the
better performance of strategy1.
7.5 Conclusions
We have proposed a novel approach for energy management at the MAC layer in a wireless
sensor network. The protocol uses TDMA along with periodic listen and sleep to avoid
energy wastage. The key feature of our protocol is the leader election method by which
the most critical node is chosen to evade idle listening. Our simulation results show that
ER-MAC achieves a significant gain in energy savings compared to other existing MAC layer
protocols.
This work presents a new pre-distribution scheme for wireless networks. It has nearly
40% lesser memory requirements compared to the random scheme. Our detailed simulation
shows the gain in memory savings and better connectivity under our scheme compared to the
random scheme. This makes our scheme more scalable compared to the previous schemes.
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